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Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing Appealing
Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Messy Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Simple&Neat Simple&Neat
Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application Wedding Application
Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough Informative enough
Great design Great design Great design Great design Great design Acceptable design Acceptable design Great design Great design Great design
Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour Complimentary colour

Colour Scheme Unappealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme Appealing Colour scheme

Other Comments

"Marreo From Today to your big
day" can't be seem, background
pictures are pixelated

Good job on the design. Totally loving
it. Pictures are pixelated

"Event Timer" instead of "Event
Countdown". Remove Months if it
reaches 0.

Wedding Application part, I'm not
so sure as I haven't seen a
wedding app. But the current
application looks awesome.

Green text with white
background is hard to see - Very pretty and attractive -

Font size and fonts are not
the same (top and bottom)

Describe something to improve
Make pictures clearer, change
colour of wordings

Cover photo could be shorter so that
users will know that there are a lot
more items below.

Need to provide information to users
that there are things below

An arrow to say that there is more
below Quality of the photo (carousell)

Reduce white space on the
homepage

Colour of the fonts are not very
obvious on the first landing. Hard
to realize that there are more
things below. - Some images are blur

Add links. For widgets, 'read
more' should expand the text
dynamically (unless there is
too much information. In
such case, link to another
page).

Can you change theme of event
countdown? Yes 30 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 30 sec - 25 sec Yes 40 sec Yes 47 sec Yes 50 sec Yes 35 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 38 sec

Additional "Years" before "Mont No No Yes Yes No No No No Yes Yes
Removal of "Months" so it starts No No No Yes Yes No No No No No

Other comments

While changing  theme of
countdown, white background
size is not the same size as other
coloured ones

Keep it informative enough to keep
the users excited

Finds scroll irritating,
troublesome to click on the card
before using it -

If it is more than a year, it could
be better add year

Adding Year in front would
depend on how long people plan
their wedding in advance. -

Add new item - Does new item a Yes 1 min 40 se Yes 53 sec Yes 42 sec Yes 23 sec Yes 38 sec Yes 15 sec Yes 51 sec Yes 53 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 23 sec
Tab title of the new item 6-9 months before 6-9 months before 6-9 months before 6-9 months 6-9 months before Things to do 6-9 months before Things to do 6-9 months before 6-9 months before
Edit - Can you update the item? Yes 10 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 15 sec Yes 17 sec Yes 41 sec Yes 1 min Yes 32 sec Yes 32 sec Yes 48 sec Yes 12 sec
Delete - Can you delete the item? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Is the current name misleading? No No No No No No No No No No
If yes, what should be the name? - To-do list sounds good - - - - - - - -

What do the various tabs mean? Months before the weddingdate The time period to do things To do months before the day
Things to do a year before the
wedding

Means I must minus 12 months
from the wedding date. I think it
might be confusing because it's
not an actual week/month

It means task to be completed 12
months prior to the wedding.

Refers to 12+ months before the
actual marriage day

The tabs refer to the number of
months before the wedding. Duration before the wedding

>12 months before wedding
date (to complete task)

Describe something to improve

While adding an item, add a
notification to let the users
know which tab the new item
fall under, in case the user
forgets which date that he/she
created

Separate period by months (just
suggesting). "1 Day before" tab is not
necessary, doubt users will be
checking the app on the day before
wedding.

Use a simple tick to indicate that task
is completed instead of drawinga
cross

A number at the top right side of
each tab to indicate the number of
events in each tab

Calculations of how many months
before wedding

User need to click on the blue
shaded area once before they
can add new things to do. When
a new task is added, the tab that
new item new item belongs to
should be shown.

Some parts on the input of
dd/mm/yy or period makes it
confusing. Choose either one.

Instead of making it vertical, the
tabs can be displayed in
horizontal form so that it will be
easy to access.

Probably should redirect user to
the relevant tab after adding the
new item or have an overall list of
things to do

How will users know that the
item has to be completed in
7 months but not 6, 8 or 9
months before?

Add new note - Does the new not Yes 42 sec Yes 35 sec Yes 45 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 54 sec Yes 22 sec Yes 18 sec Yes 58 sec Yes 21 sec Yes 50 sec
Which tab does it appear under? Notes Personal notes Personal notes Personal notes Personal tab Notes Personal notes Personal notes Personal notes Personal notes
Edit - Can you update the note? Yes 23 sec Yes 13 sec Yes 1 min 5 sec Yes 4 sec Yes 11 sec Yes 15 sec Yes 11 sec Yes 11 sec Yes 24 sec Yes 40 sec
Delete - Can you delete? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

What do you think this function c Information about your wedding
To remind people what to do, update
progress

List of wedding locations, list of
wedding photographers, list of
caterers

Seating arrangements, sensitive
stuff like why not to invite certain
people, dietary arrangements

Wedding speech, meeting for
bridesmaid Dietary preference of guest

Programme list, guest list (special
activity) -

Programme overview, budget
%cost incurred so far

List of urgent things to buy
(minor or major that needs
to be easily noticed instead
of clicking from tabs to find
out -> things to do)

Describe something to improve

Icons to delete and edit items
should be standardized between
"things to do" and "edit" Add pictures, urgency reminder

Inconsistent edit icon. Follow icon in
to-do. Provide a button -

Make 'Description' input textbox
bigger so people know that it is to
write notes. Maybe put 'Title' &
'Notes' so user can keep adding to
notes. Display 'description' as
'notes' Remove back button,
standardise as cross or bin

Show user a prompt of what they
should take note

Things to do and notes, perhaps
have a small vertical spacing
between them because it looks
like they are under the same
function.

When hovering the Notes, it
would be good if the cursor can
be changed to "hand" cursor
than an arrow cursor

Edit function in this card is not
consistent with "Things to do"

Rank notes in order of
importance. Or allow users
to create different folders to
categorise their notes (E.g.
music, gifts, others etc)

Able to find beach-themed weddi Yes 50 sec Yes 17 sec Yes 2 min 12 se Yes 19 sec Yes 28 sec Yes 15 sec Yes 23 sec Yes 1 min 10 se Yes 24 sec Yes 39 sec

Find a halal caterer Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 1 min 24 se Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 1 min 30 sec X 3 min Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 24 sec Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 18 sec Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 1 min Stamford catering 18 sec Aspirasi Food Galore & Catering 2 min 43 se Stamford Catering 43 sec
Aspirasi Food Galore &
Catering 22 sec

How did you know that it is halal Picture of muslim serving food
Couldn't figure out, found through
investigator's help No idea -

There's a green oint which read
Malay when I hover my mouse
over it

The picture shows Malay getting
their food

Through the colou dots displayed
that required mouse-over

By the green icon at the bottom
right hand cornor of the vendor Used before Malay' dot

Bookmark - Can you bookmark "A Yes 12 sec Yes 1 min Yes 45 sec Yes 1 min 3 sec Yes 6 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 3 min 12 se Yes 13 sec Yes 14 sec
Bookmark - Can you find bookma Yes 1 min 38 se Yes 24 sec Yes 2 min Yes 1 min 30 se Yes 3 min No 1 min Yes 2 min 20 se Yes 2 min 17 se No 43 sec Yes 1 min
Like - Like "Avenue 8" Yes 14 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 17 sec Yes 20 sec - 13 sec Yes 35 sec - 10 sec Yes 15 sec

Describe something to improve

Bug in "unlike" function, unable
to figure out what dots
represent, some pictures
overlap each other - probably
due to size?

Difficult to notice that the vendor
serves halal food. Icon should be
bigger or put it below vendor
information.

Add breadcrumbs i.e. Discover ->
Wedding Venue, Discover -> Food &
Drink. Legends for race. For like &
bookmark, do  something like what
instagram does. At first, was
wondering difference between like
and bookmark. -

Make the picture clickable so that
people can like it. For more
information then click on the work
'Avenue 8' itself.

Make the bookmark more
obvious that it goes to notes.
Dots are difficult to be realised

A context pop up that last for
about 3-4 seconds to indicate
where the bookmark went.

I think the frame for this
function can be a little bigger.
It's really nice but the frame is
too small to navigate around.

Tell the user where they can find
their bookmark item.

Have a separate tab for
Bookmarks

Add guest 1 Yes 1 min 30 se Yes 1 min Yes 1 min 15 se Yes 40 sec Yes 1 min 10 se Yes 50 sec Yes 1 min 2 sec Yes 2 min 10 se Yes 1 min 11 se Yes 2 min
Add guest 2 33 sec 38 sec 40 sec 19 sec 30 sec 24 sec 17 sec 40 sec 28 sec 20 sec
Add guest 3 15 sec 20 sec 22 sec 18 sec 17 sec 14 sec 22 sec 30 sec 16 sec 21 sec
Update RSVP statuses guest 1 Yes 12 sec Yes 15 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 4 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 3 sec Yes 40 sec Yes 4 sec Yes 10 sec
Update RSVP statuses guest 2 10 sec 8 sec 16 sec 12 sec 3 sec 12 sec 2 sec 25 sec 3 sec 9 sec
Update RSVP statuses guest 3 5 sec 3 sec 12 sec 13 sec 3 sec 8 sec 2 sec 20 sec 3 sec 9 sec
Create new tables Yes 28 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 25 sec Yes 23 sec Yes 10 sec Yes 20 sec Yes 48 sec Yes 55 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 10 sec
Assign tables to guest1 Yes 52 sec Ok 1 min 30 sec Yes 50 sec Yes 43 sec Yes 48 sec Yes 40 sec Yes 50 sec Yes 45 sec No 1 min 5 sec No 42 sec
Assign tables to guest2 43 sec 30 sec 28 sec 21 sec 23 sec 25 sec 30 sec 30 sec 15 sec 45 sec
Assign tables to guest3 24 sec 20 sec 15 sec 10 sec 17 sec 18 sec 20 sec 15 sec 11 sec 23 sec

Describe something to improve

Whole process is confusing.
When I expand "Table 1", icon
still shows "+". It should show "-
" when expanded. Search is not
working.

Difficult to scroll. Suggesting to add
confirmation button under "add
guest". Troublesome to go back after
adding guest. -

Can't go back after adding guest
to the table -

Have a button at the bottom of the
feature to indicate going back,
several or some users may look for
more convenience of this.

Enable drag and drop for table
allocation

Instead of adding table and
assigning guests through the
function, probably assign them
within the guest details

Move 'Add' and 'Cancel'
button up or put 'Done' then
at deeper page (Add Guest),
after selecting, have a 'add'
or 'assign' button instead of
clicking back button to go
back and add. (Couldn't
realise that it already has
been added)

Change tables assigned for guest Yes 40 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 50 sec Yes 23 sec Yes 43 sec Yes 30 sec Yes 8 sec Yes 52 sec Yes 37 sec Yes 10 sec

Describe something to improve - -

Use a better icon for moving a guest
to another table. Currently looks like a
gps icon -

Dragging could be done. But if too
difficult then the current one is
fine. Just the position of the pop
up should be fixed. -

Icon looks cute, but may leave
people in doubt of what is that.
Have a text beside it to show the
function.

Icon to change table looks like a
GPS, can try to change it to
something else.

Instead of the navigation icon, use
edit icon

Make icon clearer, looks like
GPS icon

Meaning of terms

Invited - Invited to wedding;
Attending - Attending the
wedding

Invited - Invitation sent, not sure
whether coming; Attending - Going to
attend

Invited - RSVP sent; Attending - RSVP
Received and attending

Invited - Sent an invite but haven't
replied; Attending - replied and
shows they can attend

Invited - You've sent an invitation
to the person; Attending - The
person RSVP-ed saying he/she is
going.

Invited - Pending guest
confirmation; Attending - Will be
there for the wedding.

Invited - Asked to come but no
guaranteed for attending;
Attending - Invited and will be
coming.

Invited - Invitation sent;
Attending - Guest has RSVP the
invitation

Invited - Sent an invite to the
guest but no reply; Attending -
Guest is attending wedding

Invited - as what it means;
Attending - as what it means

Describe something to improve

Double scrolling is troublesome.
One scroll should be used to
scroll whole page. Feels like
facility booking.

For table number and number of
companions, one can be edited in text
box, while the other cannot. Name of
guest still appears in the previous
table even after the user changed
table allocation of the guest

When adding guest, have a save
instead of back button for consistency -

Scrolling will be insane if there're
100 over people. Put group into 2
categories - bride's side and
groom's side - - Bigger frame -

For Guest list, either use
'Total Guests Allowed' or
'Number of additional guests
to bring'. Change colour to
white (grey looks like it's
uneditable). When 'RSVP'
becomes 'Attending'
thenenable 'Guest Attending'
to be editable. Change to
'(Total) Number of Guests
Attending'.

Task 1.1 Overall look of the page

Overview of the website

Task 2 Event Countdown

Task 3 Things to do

Task 4 Wedding Notes

Task 5 Discover

Task 6 Guest Manager



Kiat Keng Binh Luqman Zu Cheng Atikah Yao Kun Yee Cheng Samantha Ng Mei Xuan Fu Mei
Is layout pleasing to look and work with? Yes Yes - Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
What do you like about the UI? Pretty, pleasing to the eyes - Colour scheme is ok Simple, clea Not so cluttered, clean and easy to work with Clean and presentable Plain & Simple. Looks cmpct and easy to glance at. Pretty, clean and attractive Clean, colourful, pleasing Pretty, pleasing while planning
What do you dislike about UI? Seems to have a lot of cards in a page, feels cluttered N/A Cards seem too compact - Things to do gets a little confusing Too much white space 4 main functions are squeezed to each other and it may confuse people to think the feature belongs to the same fun Frame for each functions are small, some buttons are not so obvi Images under "Discover" are crowde Didn't know there are functions below scroll
How can the layout be improved? Each card can be bigger, add background music? Canvas is too concentrated below. Maybe put invite guest|delete guest below the t Make cards in full width - Layout is fine and awesome. Maybe the different cards could be of different coour since the spacing is very close to each o Slight spacing in between the cards would be good Spacing of the cards can e more, approximately, 2px-4px on the header of the card. Longer - Probably 'Add Guest' and 'Wedding Discover' cards can be longer so users do not have to scroll inside the c
Would you suggest variation? Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No No No Yes
If Yes, how? - - It's ok - Tabs for cards could be minimized Shoul dhide the details of the cards before the user click on it. - - - Have easy navigation at the top to link to the ones at the bottom
How can the colours used/font styles are improved? Font for "Add TABLE" & "Food & Drink" are different, perhaps make them the sa Capitalize -> Guest Manager Card header and colour could be improv - Looks nice and appealing. But customisation would be great for clour used/background The colour scheme is nice, perhaps better contrast would be go Colour contrast looks good, currently looks appealing. Fonts for notes can be slightly biggeras well as for guest list. White or make it sparkle - Have same font size, some sizes are different. 'Wedding Discover' looks smaller.
Scale (1-10) 9 9 7 8 8 7 7 8 8 8



Noticing that event countdown theme
can be changed 30 20 30 25 40 47 50 35 20 38 33.5

Add to-do 100 53 42 23 38 15 51 53 30 23 42.8
Edit to-do 10 10 15 17 41 60 32 32 48 12 27.7
Add Note 42 35 45 30 54 22 18 58 21 50 37.5
Edit Note 23 13 65 4 11 15 11 11 24 40 21.7

Find a vendor that users need to find 50 17 65 19 28 15 23 70 24 39 35

Notice vendors of different races 84 90 180 24 18 60 18 163 43 22 70.2
Bookmark a vendor 12 50 45 40 6 20 10 50 13 14 26
Figure out where bookmark goes 98 24 120 90 180 60 140 157 43 60 97.2
Like a vendor 14 10 10 10 17 20 13 35 10 15 15.4

#N/A 90 60 75 40 70 50 62 120 71 120 75.8
#N/A 33 38 40 19 30 24 17 40 28 20 28.9
#N/A 15 20 22 18 17 14 22 30 16 21 19.5

Update RSVP statuses guest 1 12 15 20 10 4 20 3 40 4 10 13.8
Update RSVP statuses guest 2 10 8 16 12 3 12 2 25 3 9 10
Update RSVP statuses guest 3 5 3 12 13 3 8 2 20 3 9 7.8
Create new tables 28 30 25 23 10 20 48 55 30 10 27.9
Assign tables to guest1 52 90 50 43 48 40 50 45 65 42 52.5
Assign tables to guest2 43 30 28 21 23 25 30 30 15 45 29
Assign tables to guest3 24 20 15 10 17 18 20 15 11 23 17.3
Change table assigned for a guest 40 30 50 23 43 30 8 52 37 10 32.3

Average (sec)


